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Preface
Disease and illness are caused largely by damage at the molecular and cellular level.
Today's surgical tools are, at this scale, large and crude. From the viewpoint of a cell, even
a fine scalpel is a blunt instrument more suited to tear and injure than to heal and cure.
Modern surgery works only because cells have a remarkable ability to regroup, bury their
dead and heal over the injury.
Nanotechnology, "the manufacturing technology of the 21st century," should let us
economically build a broad range of complex molecular machines. It will let us build fleets
of computer controlled molecular tools much smaller than a human cell and built with the
accuracy and precision of drug molecules. Such tools will let medicine, for the first time
intervene in a sophisticated and controlled way at the cellular and molecular level. They
could remove obstructions in the circulatory system, kill cancer cells, or take over the
function of sub cellular organelles. Just as today we have the artificial heart, in the future
we could have the artificial mitochondria.
The research in this area promises to bring great benefits and solutions to most of
the biologically-related problems faced by humans nowadays as well as the opportunity to
study and copy the way nature does things. The present goal for all researchers around the
world is to give rise to simple and intelligent ideas of how to use current technology
available in order to efficiently and precisely interact at the molecular level.
Some devices have already been created to respond to this trend. Let us mention for
example DNA chip technology, or biochips. The DNA chip is making exceptional progress
these days and generating tremendous interest in the scientific community. Thanks to this
methodology, it is now technically possible to simultaneously measure the level of
expression of several thousands of genes, or even of the entire genome, under dozens of
different conditions, whether physiological or pathological. Its usefulness is scientifically
indisputable as the knowledge of the level of expression of a gene in different situations
represents basic advances in understanding gene's function.
As for mainly all laboratories, the LAAS-CNRS Laboratory, is doing a great effort
in this matter. Our group, Nano addressing and Nano Biotechnologies Group, leaded by
Prof. VIEU foresights the detection of an intrinsic fingerprint that nanoobjects carry within
them. By exploring the fields of pioneering nanofabrication techniques the group
concentrates its efforts in innovative nanosystems for detecting specific interactions
between biomolecules via electrical, mechanical and optical means.
After the work done by Laurent MALAQUIN in his thesis concerning the “Ultra
sensitive devices for electrical nanoaddressing” the group was interested in optimizing his
idea of using a series of parallel nanoelectrodes to electrically address nanoobjects. Three
key topics were envisioned (selected) in his work worthy to be continued: Fabrication of
nanoelectrodes, Gold colloid grafting and device electrical characterization. The project
proposed during my 7 month internship in the laboratory was to follow his work in these
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three topics and optimize some of the different procedures included in it. All results,
observations and conclusions will be described throughout this document.
The first chapter of this document will introduce the reader to nanotechnology, and
its frontier in bioscience. Furthermore, it will introduce the concept of biosensor and show a
rapid glance at different detection methods used in the recognition of nanoparticles and the
presentation of the simple idea, created by Laurent M. during his thesis, of a nanodevice
capable of electrically detecting nanoobjects by using its intrinsic electrical conductivity.
The following chapters will illustrate in detail the approach given to conceive this idea.
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1.1

Introduction

Every once in a long while, a new field of science and technology emerges and
enables the development of a new generation of scientific and technological approaches,
tools and devices. At present, an inevitable effect of modern technology has been an
increasing trend towards the miniaturization of devices. At the same time, scientific
developments have led to the increased study in areas such as material engineering,
quantum physics, and molecular biology. New materials, tools and approaches have been
developed which enable both fabrication and the study at the molecular level. Therefore we
find ourselves at the dawn of an era where both technology and scientific efforts have
reached the nanometric scale and where we can start talking about nanotechnology and
nanoscience.
By referring to Horst Stormer words, Nobel Laureate and professor at Columbia
University, a propos the nanotechnology “Nanotechnology has given us the tools... to play
with the ultimate toy box of nature-atoms and molecules...The possibilities to create new
things appear to be limitless” we can start imagining the enormous potential that we have
in our hands. There exist legitimate expectations for breakthroughs in areas such as
computing/electronics, biotechnology and materials. In many cases, these expectations
seem realistic and appropriate, and therefore merit the attention and support from the
government as well as from the private sector.
Even though all areas have the same imminent potentials, our group is really
interested in nanotechnology advances which are influencing many scientific areas in
bioscience (see figure 1.1), more exactly in Biotronics – Sensors.
The Nanotechnology Frontier in Bioscience

• Structural biology (experimental)

• Biophysics
- Nanomechanics
• optical traps
• flexible-probe methods
- Single molecule methods
• evanescent wave (TIRFM)
• FRET
• new labels
• new reporters
- New Imaging, Microscopes
• scanned-probe
• near-field
• combinations (e.g., OT + fluor.)

• Biochemistry
- Single-molecule enzymology
- Single-molecule kinetics
- Single-molecule sequencing

- Protein folding, design
- ‘Rational’ drug/ligand design
- Novel & improved methods
• Computational Biology (theory)
- Protein folding, design
- ‘Rational’ drug/ligand design
- Bioinformatic design, regulation
• Biotronics - biomolecules on chips
- Sensors, detectors, diagnostics
- Labs-on-a-chip
- Hybridization arrays, other arrays
• Biofabrication
- Nanoparticle delivery systems
- Biomaterials, tissue engineering
- Implants, prosthetics

BECON Nanoscience and Nanotechnology Symposium Report, June 2000

Figure 1.1 Nanotechnology frontiers in bioscience
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Given the promising results obtained by Laurent M. concerning its bio sensor based
on interdigitated nanoelectrodes, the group is interested in using its know-how in the
domain to optimize its fabrication procedure in order to subsequently be able of doing
various tests to perfectly electrically characterize the nanodevice. In this way, the future of
the device as a highly sensitive nanoobject sensor will be much clearer.
In this chapter we are going to introduce the concept of biosensor and the different
types of transduction available nowadays. A special emphasis is going to be given to
electrical detection, more exactly to the different arrangements of nanoelectrodes proposed
for this purpose and the state-of-the-art of this kind of detection. Finally, we will present
the simple idea of using interdigitated nanoelectrodes in order to electrically address the
nanoobjects.

1.2

Biosensor concept

A biosensor can be defined as “a compact analytical device incorporating a
biological or biologically derived sensing element (such as an enzyme, antibody, microbe
or DNA) either integrated within or intimately associated with a physicochemical
transducer” (Turner et al, 1987). Upon the interaction with a chemical species, the
physicochemical properties of the sensing layer (mass, optical, resistance properties)
change and this change is detected by the transducer. The changes are then converted into
an electrical signal which is then processed. The transducer may be optical (e.g. optical
fiber), electrochemical (e.g. ion-selective electrodes), heat-sensitive (e.g. calorimetric) or
piezoelectric (e.g. acoustic waves). The general configuration of a typical biosensor is
shown in figure 1.2.

Analyte

Bio-receptor

Transducer

Electrochemical active
Substance Æ Electrode
Heat Æ Thermistor

Electrical
Signal

Light Æ Photon count
Mass change Æ Piezoelectric device

Figure 1.2 General configuration of a typical biosensor. The objective of any biosensor
is the production of either discrete or continuous electronic signals which are proportional
to a single analyte or a related group of analytes (Turner et al, 1987).

There are many advantages associated with the use of biosensor technology as a
sensitive detection method such as the specificity, its rapid response times, the simplicity of
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construction, and the ability to provide continuous data with minimal perturbation of the
analyte.
We can distinguish four types of transducers used in biosensors which are different
from each other due to the detection principle used which could be optical, electrochemical,
mechanical or thermal. A brief explanation of these four categories is shown in figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3 Transducers used in Biosensor development.

1.3

Electric detection based in nanoelectrodes

One of the first approaches that have been made concerning the use of nanoelectrodes
was done by I. Amlani et al [7]. In their experiment, the nanoparticles were used to create a
molecule-metal-molecule junction with the purpose of studying the conduction properties
of these same molecules. A nanoparticle was immobilized in the space separating the two
plane metallic electrodes deposed on a silicon oxide substrate. This experience showed that
the device it’s particularly sensible and that the detection of a single nanoparticle can be
done by a simple electrical measure (see figure 1.5).
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Molecule to be
studied
Au
Gold Electrode
SiO2
Silicon

(a)

(b)

q

Figure 1.5- (a) Study of the electrical transport through a molecules deposed on a surface of two electrodes.
One nanoparticle makes the link between the two electrodes and creates the junction metal-molecule-metal.
(b) MEB image of a 80nm nanoparticle immobilized between the space that separates the two electrodes.

Following this idea, the Nano group through the work done by Laurent M. in his
thesis took this idea a bit further. Instead of using just one electrode, why not using a series
of parallel nanoelectrodes which will increase probability of attaching nanoparticles to the
surface and hence incrementing the signal obtained when doing the electrical
characterization.
As we mentioned in the preface, the group believes in the intrinsic fingerprint that
nanoobjects carry within them. We are convinced that by direct transduction of the
interaction between biomolecules into an electrical signal, like in the electrochemical case
and the results obtained by I. Amlani et al [7], we are going to be able to prove this.
The advantages that this method of detection offers rely on a simple and rapid
measure of the I(V) evolution of the device and that there is no need for a particle marking
procedure.
The idea will be to immobilize the nanoparticles on the surface of the device,
particularly in between the electrodes, which then will be connected to an external
measuring device in order to obtain the particles I(V) characteristic (see figure 1.4).
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Nanoparticles

i2
U (V)

i1

Interdigitated
nanoelectrodes
SiO2
Silicium

Figure 1.4 Biosensor proposed by Laurent M. in his thesis. It is based in the I(V)
measure of the nanoparticles that are immobilized between the electrodes.

1.4

Project objectives

Given all that was said above, now we have to focus in three important aspects
concerning the device proposed by Laurent M.: The fabrication of plane nanoelectrodes on
a surface of silicon oxide, the nanoparticle grafting on the surface of our device and the
subsequent electrical characterization of the device as whole to study the evolution of the
I(V) curve caused by the metal-molecule-metal junction.
The first objective of this project has to do with the fabrication of the nanoelectrodes
and the connections lines in order to interact with an external measuring apparatus. This
will be discussed in chapter 2. We will focus in the optimization of all fabrication
parameters and steps involved in its fabrication and it will be discussed the reason for the
decision of changing from using electron beam lithography and photolithography to only
electron beam lithography.
As we will see, the use of electron beam lithography, even though its excellent
resolution has got its cons which will have to be taken into account when developing the
new procedure of fabrication.
The second objective involves the grafting of the nanoparticles on the surface of our
device. Because of abundant literature and other aspects that will be discussed in chapter 3,
80 nm gold colloids were chosen to be grafted. The procedure of colloid grafting should be
optimized in order to assure their placement in between the electrodes.
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The great effect on the grafting caused by the metal used to produce the
nanoelectrodes will be also discussed and resolved during the same chapter.
The third and last objective will be to electrically characterize the device with gold
colloids grafted at its surface in order to show a series of new responses to those obtained
by Laurent M. in his work and also to be able to give first theoretical explanation to the
results obtained which will serve as a starting point for a future investigation on the subject.
At the end of this paper we will like to highlight the most important remarks that we
found during the project. Furthermore we will like to propose different investigation topics
that arose in many different aspects of the project worthy of being continued and a final
comment on the future that we foresee for our device as a potential biosensor.
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2.1

Introduction

In this chapter we are going to present the optimized procedure for fabricating
nanoelectrodes of which we talked in the previous chapter. We have chosen electron beam
lithography and lift-off as our fabrication technology due to the fact that until today it is the
technology that gives the best resolution and flexibility.
The LAAS-CNRS laboratory possesses a Transmission and Scanning Electron
Microscope (TEM/STEM) working at 200 kV. Even though this microscope was not first
thought for lithography, nowadays it reaches resolutions of about 3 to 5 nm taking into
account various adjustments of certain parameters such as astigmatism and focus.
Initially we tried to replicate the fabrication process done by Laurent M. in his thesis
but we did not succeed. Therefore we decided to try another procedure proposed by Franck
CARCENAC, until then not tested, with the advantage of being a fabrication completely
made by EBL in contrast to the UVL-EBL procedure done in the other method.
The purpose of this chapter is not to compare our work and results to those obtained
by Laurent M. Instead we are interested in presenting our experiences through out the
process and showing a robust procedure that ensures the fabrication of nanoelectrodes by
any user with a minimum experience in the usage of the equipment.
We decided to divide this chapter in two parts. In the first one we are going to
introduce the STEM and the NPGS system that controls it, a brief overview of the process
of fabrication as a whole and some limitations given by the microscope. In the second part
we are going to present the results found in each of the 5 steps recognized in the fabrication
process: Design NPGS, EBL, Resin Development, Metallic Deposition and Lift-Off.

2.2

Electron Beam Lithography

Electron beam lithography (EBL) is a technique for creating extremely fine patterns
at the nanometric scale (about 5nm). This is possible due to the very small spot size of the
electrons compared to the resolution in optical lithography which is limited by diffraction.
Even though it is not a technology that meets the requirements for mass production due to
its limitations in speed and high cost, electron beam lithography is well suited for the
production of small dimension devices, in particular those in the research framework in
which it remains as the most used in the field.
It is important to have in mind that in the fabrication of nanodevices it is not only
the precision of the lithography that counts. The post exposure steps constitute a great deal
of the limitations of our devices. For what concerns our project, we are going to follow the
“Lift-Off” technique which allows us to make a local metal deposition on the surface with a
limit resolution of about 10nm which is adequate for our needs.
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2.2.1 Principle
Electron beam lithography is based on an electron beam microscope (see figure 2.1)
in which a finely focused electron beam is directed towards an electron-sensible material.
This material is normally known as resist and it is deposited in thin layers on the substrate.
No mask is involved since the position of the electron beam can be controlled directly from
a computer through electromagnetic lenses and deflectors.

Figure 2.1 The various components of a scanning electron microscope (SEM) from
the electron gun in the top to the sample moved by a stepper motor in the bottom.

Electron beam resists can be considered the recording and transfer media for
electron beam lithography (see figure 2.2). The usual resists are polymers dissolve in a
liquid solvent. After baking out the casting solvent, electron exposure modifies the resist
causing either the breaking, in the case of positive resists, or creation of bonds of the
polymer chain, in the case of negative resists. The produced pattern in the resist will now
serve as a mask and could be transferred to the substrate by etching, electroplating
(development) or Lift-Off.
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Electro sensitive
resist

Spin-coatingEnduction

Semi-conductor
substrate
Electron
beam

Exposed
zone

Writting with an
electron beam

Development

Ionic transfer

« Lift-Off » transfer

Figure 2.2 General
ma of the principal steps of electron beam
lithography and pattern transfer via ionic etching or Lift-Off.

2.2.1.1

Description of lithographic system used

The high resolution electron beam lithography system used in the laboratory is
based on an electron microscope working in transmission and scanning mode (STEM)
(CM20-Phillips) equipped with a shottky emission field tip operating at 200 kV (see figure
2.3). Its advantages rely in the flexibility to rapidly modify the patterns and parameters to
be exposed and to its great performance in terms of resolution.

Figure 2.3 Transmission and Scanning Electron Beam Microscope FEG 20.
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As we mentioned before, this machine was not designed for lithography however it
has been provided with a piloting and blanking beam system as well as one to control the
sample’s deck. The possibility of being able to scan the beam of electrons and the presence
of a secondary-electron’s detector that let us observe and adjust the exposure parameters
makes the microscope an efficient system for nanolithography. Thanks to its field emission
canon, the microscope is capable of producing a probe current of about 20pA for a diameter
around 1nm. This small size probe allows structuring a layer of resist such as PMMA with
a resolution on the order of 3 to 5nm in the case of exposed lines and 10 nm in the case of a
network of points at a distance of 30nm []. The pattern’s size obtained is always larger than
the size of the probe due to widening effects cause by development of the resist and the
electron diffusion in the resist and substrate.

2.2.1.2

NPGS System

All exposures made in the STEM are controlled by the use of a computer provided
with a NPGS system (Nano Pattern Generation System) [] which consists of a piloting and
administration software that takes care of the exposure parameters and a unit that
guarantees the piloting and communication with the microscope. This system permits to
control, in one hand the electron beam’s position, the intensity of the electron beam
irradiation at each position and in the other hand the movement of the sample in the
microscope.
With respect to the pattern design to be exposed, they are drawn using DesignCad, a
specialized software with the which the NPGS system schedules the exposure coordinates
with respect to the parameters previously programmed (Dose, Beam current, …). The
software also includes a component that manages alignment.

2.2.1.3

Exposure Administration

The pattern exposure in the resist covering the sample relies on a localized surface
scanning but only in the zones defined by the user. This localized surface scanning is done
by the NPGS system, which translates the design done in the DesignCad software into
successive point coordinates to shift the electron beam. Each point coordinate has
associated a specific exposure time which in other words means the time for which the
electron beam will remain at the programmed point coordinate. The space between the
points is defined by the user. The equation below lets us relate the dose “D” to the current
“I” of the electron beam during a given time “t” of exposure of one point with a distance
between them given by Px and Py, were x and y are the axis of the sample (see figure 2.4).

D=

I ×t
px py
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tp

px
py

Electron
Beam Size

Exposed
Zone

Sample

Figure 2.4 Diagram that illustrates the electron beam movement during exposure. The patterns are break
down into point coordinates separated by a distance Px and Py. The effect of electron diffusion can be seen by
comparing the real exposed zone compared to the beam size that can be up to 3 times bigger.

2.2.1.4

Equipment Limitations

There exists some limitations on the machine that have a direct influence in the way
we are going to fabricate our devices. It is important to have them in mind because they are
going to mark out the leeway of our project.
Sample size. The sample size accepted by the microscope is one important
limitation. Because the machine was conceived for high resolution transmission imaging of
small dimension patterns, the sample size is limited to 4mm x 4mm and only a circular
zone of diameter 2mm is accessible to observation and hence to exposure. For this reason
the exposure of each pattern must be done one at a time meaning the necessity of repeating
each time all the fabrication steps involved (adjustment, alignment, exposure,…). All of
this added to the fact of a slow exposure speed contribute to a time-consuming and slow
yield sample production.
Exposure field. This limitation concerns the “optical” management within the
microscope. In the lens configuration used for exposure or “mode scanning” there are two
different lens arrangements available. The first arrangement is adapted to high resolution
(Mode HMS: High Magnification Scale) and the other one to low resolution (Mode LMS:
Low Magnification Scale). The HMS mode permits the electron beam adjustment on the
sample so it is a perfect mode to expose the nano patterns (resolutions between 3-5nm). On
the other hand it only allows high magnification scales (between 3000 and 300000). This
limits the field size to a maximum of 40 µm x 40 µm. Differently, in the LMS mode a field
of 1 mm x 1 mm is available for exposures with resolutions this time limited to 100 nm.
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This mode is ideal to fabricate the connection patterns which will interconnect the
nanostructure with an external electrical measuring system.
There is a slight inert deface between the two modes of about 47° which must be
taken into account in the moment the pattern is design in the NPGS software. Additionally,
there is “optical” misalignment between them both caused by the change of lens
arrangement when changing from one mode to the other. The solution to this problem will
be referred in the next section.
Blanking system. It is important to be able to blank the electron beam between two
isolated patterns to avoid exposing unwanted areas. The system that makes the electron
beam disappear uses the electromagnetic coils to deviate it from the unwanted zone. That
system is controlled by a computer that works at a frequency of 50 kHz. The blanking is
done by requesting currents to the lenses different from the ones used during the exposure.
This phenomenon give rise to stabilization flaws thus positioning flaws of the beam. This is
why we decided to deactivate this feature and preferred to optimize the pattern design in
order to reduce the effects between isolated patterns.
Parameter adjustment. One of the major difficulties found by its users is the
optimization of beam parameters such as focus and astigmatism. All of these parameters
must be adjusted by hand, hence making it difficult for inexperienced users. The machine
gives the possibility to use a “pollution spot” to adjust them but only an experienced eye
can really tell the difference between a good adjustment and a mediocre one. Added to this,
in mode HMS the adjustments do not count for all the surface area of the sample. The
optimization is only valid in a radius of 1nm. On the contrary, in mode LMS it is valid for
the entire surface. This is why a method of easy fine-tuning was created with the aid of a
circular scratch done at the perimeter of the observable zone, which will be explained in
more detailed subsequently.

2.2.1.5

Conclusions

Even though there exists some limitations, the fact that this type of machine gives us
the best lithographic resolutions calls for a robust procedure to finalize the fabrication in the
best possible way. Now that we have decided that the nano electrodes and the
interconnection patterns are going to be exposed in mode HMS and LMS respectively, the
next step is to come up with a robust procedure of fabricating the devices using both
modes. To produce this type of procedure it was necessary to look at the important aspects
within each of the steps concerned in the process. In the next section we are going to show
the different results found and the final state in which we considered it should remain.

2.3

Nanodevice Fabrication

To arrive to a robust procedure for fabricating the nanodevices we decided that it
was best to have a good look at each of the steps involved in the process and try to optimize
the relevant features in each one of them. We envisioned 5 key steps which had a great
effect in the final output of our process: Pattern design, Exposure, Development, Metallic
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deposition and Lift-Off. Every step is going to be studied and optimized in the following
paragraphs.
As we mentioned before, our nanodevice consists of two different patterns, one
needing high resolution and the other one a greater exposure field. They are both going to
be exposed in the same session by using the two modes offered by the “scanning”
operation. In other words this means that we can make them both in one single session at
the microscope by producing a procedure that exposes one after the other. This implies that
the processes of development, metallic deposition and lift-off are going to see both patterns
as one whole and they only have to be done once.

2.3.1 Pattern Design
The design of both patterns is going to be done in the DesignCad software included
in the NPGS system. There are two important remarks regarding the way of how the design
should be conceived given the way the electron beam exposes the pattern and the fact that
no blanker will be used during this procedure. Thus, the first challenge that this kind of
lithography imposes is the design of a pattern, that when exposed each of its elements is
drawn in the perfect direction and order to minimize the effects of not having a blanker in
between exposed elements. This means trying to make the electron beam traverse the
smallest distance possible from element to element.
The second challenge has to do with the probability that at the end of the fabrication
process we will get a perfect device. When we say perfect device we refer to two main
aspects: the alignment between the LMS and HMS patterns and the way the electrodes
come out (line alignment, width …).
There is also a Run file associated to the design file in the NPGS software. In this
file the user will give the parameters such as dose, point to point separation, and current.
For determining the best values for the dose needed for the patterns we made some dose
essays and it was found that for the electrodes a value between 10-12 nC/cm (we chose to
work at 11nC/cm) and for the connection lines and squares a dose of 3000 µC/cm2 were the
ones that worked better. For every session most of the parameters will remain the same
except the probe current which will be determined before the exposure.
In the following paragraphs all of these aspects will be explained in more detail.

Device Design
Having in mind the time consuming process of producing one device we decided to
design the pattern in a way in which the probability of success at the end was really high.
We designed a pattern to make it easier for the user to succeed without having to spend an
entire session doing precise adjustments.
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After testing various designs it was determined that the device will have 6 separated
series of parallel electrodes with a separation between electrodes of 100, 110 and 120 nm to
increase the chance of having a reading. They are all going to share the same electrical
mass but have its own positive terminal. And for the interconnection with an external
measuring apparatus there exist a connecting square of dimensions 100 um x 100 um for
each of the 8 terminals of the nanoelectrodes.
LMS design.
This pattern contains the connections that will interconnect the nanoelectrodes with
an external measuring apparatus. It was necessary to create this gigantic connection squares
due to the fact that the LAAS laboratory presently counts with a testing probe with stitches
around the micrometers. Because of the symmetric design, we had to add two marks that
will indicate us the position of the mass connections (hand and little triangle). The
interconnecting lines that go from the square to the nanoelectrodes in the middle were made
deliberately because we wanted to make sure that a possible stitch scratch would not lave
the connection in open circuit.

Figure 2.5 DesignCad pattern design for the LMS mode.
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HMS design.
This pattern contains the 6 series of nanoelectrodes with electrode spacing of 100
nm (a and d), 110 nm (b and e) and 120 nm (c and f). The wide connection line passing
through the middle is the mass.

Figure 2.6 DesignCad HMS design. Series of parallel
Nanoelectrodes with electrode interspacing of 100, 110and 120 nm.
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HMS and LMS Pattern together

Figure 2.7 Enlarge view of HMS and LMS pattern alignment.

2.3.2 Pattern Exposure
After the design is made, the next step in the process consists in transferring the
pattern into the sample. As we already explained at the beginning of this chapter, to transfer
the pattern using electron beam lithography it is necessary to have a layer of electronsensible material on the surface of a substrate. In our project we are going to use an
oxidized silicon wafer SiO2 (105 nm) as the substrate and PMMA
(PolyMethylMethAcrylate) dissolved at 30g/L in MIBK (MethylIsoButylKetone) as a resist
layer. It was chosen because PMMA is the organic resist which gives the best resolution
and the group has an excellent know-how in using it.
The step of pattern exposure can be divided into two parts: Sample induction and
Sample exposure. In the first one we refer to the process of cleaning the SiO2 sample and
coating the resist on its surface which we will name “sample preparation” and the second
one to the optimized double exposure procedure of patterns via e-beam lithography.
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2.3.2.1

Sample Preparation

Due to the sample’s size, we have a Si/SiO2 wafer cut into little squares of 4 mm x 4
mm. They are stored under N2 gas and they are recovered with a protective coating (Optic
resist type 1529). In order to use them the first thing to do is to remove the protective
coating by washing it in Acetone + US and then dipping it in RT2 and baking it to eliminate
all residues that remain in the surface.
After this, the sample is coated with a layer of PMMA, by spin-coating. The
thickness of the resist will depend on the parameters chosen in the method of spin-coating
(PMMA concentration, rotation speed and acceleration, duration of rotation). This feature is
really important since, in one hand, it is the mechanical support for the patterns transfer to
the resist and in the other hand it influences the last step in the fabrication process “lift-off”
in which the transferred pattern morphology will play a big role. This is why, after
reviewing the work done by Laurent M. we decided to maintain the thickness between 135
and 145 nm.
The sample preparation procedure is as follows:

Sample Cleaning
Bathe sample in Acetone + US during 10 minutes
Dry it with N2 gas flux
Bathe sample during 5 minutes in RT2
Rinse it with DI water
Dry it with N2 gas flux
Bake sample at 170°C during 5 minutes

Resist Coating
Spin-coating. Resist: PMMA dissolved in MIBK at 30g/L.
Rotation speed:
3000 turns/s
Rotation acceleration: 5000 turns/min/s
Rotation time:
30 s
Bake at 170°C during 5 minutes
Sample stocking under N2

NOTE: Due to the sample’s size the spin-coating process must be done with the aid of a
supporting wafer (the turn tables for spin-coating are design for wafers) and must be hold
with sticky paper. A simple study was made and it was found that the sample enduced 4 at
a time give the best results (Better resist homogeneity) (see figure 2.8).
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Wafer

Sticky Paper

Samples

Figure 2.8 Arrangement of 4 samples to be induced
with the aid of a wafer and sticky paper as support

2.3.2.2

Double Exposure procedure – HMS/LMS

One of the most important things within the project was to create an exposure
procedure that takes advantage of the two modes of scanning operation of the microscope.
A lot of time and effort was put into it due to the fact that it is the spinal cord of our project.
The procedure had only one constraint; it must be robust. It must be easily
understood by new users and with the necessary details to lead them straightforward to a
successful exposure. It also must assure non-dependable user reproducibility in order to be
used as it is or even slightly modify in subsequent projects.
The procedure was divided into three parts: Current measurement, Sample
introduction and HMS/LMS adjustments and exposure. In the first part the user will have to
work in mode “Nanoprobe” in order to determine the HMS/LMS currents of the session (it
is important to know that for every inconsecutive session the current levels can change in
the order of +/- 1pA). Then, in the second part, the sample must be prepared to be exposed.
By this we mean that the circular scratch must be done in the resist by using a needle and
also a mark for future sample orientation (photos). Finally, in the third part, all the
adjustments for LMS and HMS must be done followed by the HMS exposure, the
LMS/HMS alignment and to conclude the LMS exposure.
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The Double Exposure procedure HMS/LMS is as follows:

1. Current Measurement
Mode: NANOPROBE
Open Gun Valve (Only if IGP<30)
a) SA 3400x, Spot 10, Diaphragm C2=50µm
a. Maximise Gun Tilt
b. Adjust Condenseur Diaphragm (mechanical adjustment)
c. Adjust the astigmatism
d. Measure the current
b) LM 1350x, Spot 4, Diaphragm C2=50µm
a. Adjust the astigmatism
b. Measure current
Close Gun Valve

2. Sample Introduction
Outside the Microscope
a. Circularly scratch the resist on the sample
b. Make a repair mark to remember the sample orientation on exposure
c. Introduce the sample
Inside the Microscope
a. Position sample in a safe zone (-9,0)
b. Open Gun Valve (Only if IGP<30)
c. Change to Mode Scanning and SCNRT 245°

3. HMS/LMS adjustments and exposure
Mode: SCANNING
Detectors: SE
Pre-LMS Adjustment
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Adjust the magnification in order to be in mode LMS Spot 4
Adjust the height of the sample
Slightly adjust the focus at 3000x in order to observe the scratch
Look for a point of reference and save its coordinates.
Change the SCNRT to 0°
Rough adjustment of focus and astigmatism at 10000x in the scratch
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g. Adjust magnification in order to be in Mode HMS
HMS Adjustment and Exposure
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.

Verify Spot 10
Change SCNRT to 0°
Adjust the focus and astigmatism starting at 3000x until 300Kx
Move sample to (-8,0)
Adjust the focus and astigmatism at 300Kx with the aid of the pollution spot
Reset DEFOCUS
Turn blanker “ON” ( red light)
Move sample to (0,0)
Defocus between 2.5µm – 3µm
Turn blanker “OFF” (green light)
Rough adjustment of focus and astigmatism at 300Kx with the aid of a pollution
spot
Turn blanker “ON” (red light)
Press EXP3 button (pass to extern scanning)
Change the magnification to 3000x
Important: All the adjustments will be lost if mode is change to LMS.
Load matrix HMS (file MatriHMS.bat)
Modify the current value in the run file
Launch the exposure

LMS Adjustment and Exposure
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.

Return to the saved point of reference (mode HMS without changing the focus)
Turn blanker “OFF” (green light)
Center the reference point in the center of the screen at 3000x
Change the magnification to LMS 3000x
Verify Spot 4
Change SCNRT to 0°
Press the ALGN button and then select IMAGE SHIFT
Align the reference point with the center of the screen
Change magnification to HMS 3000x
Center the reference point in the center of the screen at 3000x
Change the magnification to LMS 3000x
Align the reference point with the center of the screen
Verify focus and astigmatism
Turn blanker “ON” (red light)
Change to magnification 100x
Press EXP3 button (pass to extern scanning)
Move the sample to (0,0)
Load matrix LMS (file MatriLMS.bat)
Modify the current value in the run file
Launch the exposure
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NOTE: If consecutive exposures are to be done it is not necessary to repeat part 1, continue
directly from part 2. The current values will remain the same +/- 0.1pA. The only
precautions to be taken are to change the magnification from 100x to 3000x and readjust
the sample height.
After various sessions of exposure we noticed some important aspects of the
procedure. The first aspect was related to the HMS/LMS alignment in part 3 “LMS
adjustment and exposure” step c to l. It was seen that when doing the alignment it was best
if we repeated it several times (passing from HMS to LMS and vice versa). This can be
explained by saying that the hysteresis of the lens is reduced by doing this procedure. We
concluded that it was enough to do this procedure 2 times.
The second aspect has to do with the time taken in each exposure session. For an
experienced the entire session can take up to 2 hours, in which the adjustment and exposure
time can take about 1 hour each. With time, a more experienced user can improve this by
reducing the adjustment time to 30-40 minutes and the exposure time down to 30 minutes.
The exposure time can be reduced that much only if the Spot at which the LMS pattern will
be exposed is reduced from 4 to 3. It is harder to adjust but it increases the current by a
factor of 2 (from 1000pA to 2000pA) hence reducing exposure time in a factor of 2 (from
40 minutes to 20 minutes). The HMS spot is not worthy to be reduced given that it takes
about 5-10 minutes to expose and the less current we use, the less side effects we will have.

2.3.2.3

Development

This step in the fabrication procedure is the one that will let us reveal the transferred
pattern in the resist (see figure 2.9). Given that the exposure was perfectly done, the
important aspect now is the choice of which solvent and method to use in the development
process. The shape and size of the motifs will depend in the selectivity of the development
method used, which in other words it can be said that it will determine the resolution of the
process.

SiO2
Resist
Exposed resist

IPA
Ultrasounds

Figure 2.9 Sample development. The pattern transfer will be reveal after the process.
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We decided to study two particular methods; the first one using a mixture of MIBK
(Methyl Isobutyl Ketone or 4-methyl-2-pentanone) and IPA (Propanol-2) in a ratio 1:3 as
solvent which must be raised to room temperature due to its endothermic reaction. The
development speed of this method is of 200nm/min. The second one using a combination of
pure IPA and ultrasounds. In this case the development speed is 480nm/min.
After several essays with both methods we arrived at the conclusion that the second
method was better suited for our needs. It could be seen in the samples developed by the
first method the proximity effects caused by the large square contacts, while in the other the
effects were practically none. This means that the mixture solvent is less selective and it
will develop the resist in parts were the molecular mass has changed due only to proximity
effects. It was decided then to continue with the second method.
It is important to mention that to calculate the thickness of the resist we use the
same circular scratch done at the exposure step. It is really useful because the thickness can
be measured in a lot of places and an average of them can be taken as the real value. The
measurement is done in a mechanical Profilometer (TENCOR).
The development method is as follows:
Development IPA + Ultrasounds

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Measure the thickness of the sample’s resist
Calculate the development time (development speed = 80A/s)
Immerse the sample in the IPA + Ultrasounds during the time calculated
Immediate sample rinsing with DI water
Dry sample with N2
Stock under N2

2.3.2.4

Metal deposition

After the development of the resist has been done the only thing that rests on the
sample is a mask made out of PMMA. The next step on the fabrication process consists in
depositing a metal in the holes made in the PMMA so in that way we will obtain the same
pattern that was exposed.
There are two factors to study in this step. It has to be decided which technique
should be used to deposit the metal and what metal should be deposited. Presently the
laboratory has got two different techniques of deposition: by evaporation and by sputtering.
It also counts with various metals to be deposited such as gold, gold/palladium, platinum,
nickel, cupper, aluminum and titanium. We decided to study the effects of each type of
deposition technique by choosing gold as the metal of choice due to its appropriate electric
and chemical characteristics.
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The thickness of metal to be deposited was chosen in accordance to what Laurent
M. used in his work and the experience of the laboratory that has observed a good
mechanical stability of the metal if it is 1/3 of the thickness of the resist. It was decided to
deposit 200A of gold.
After doing the deposition by the two techniques we observed that for two samples
made in the same session the size of the electrodes were practically doubled. With the
sputtering technique we obtained electrodes of width +/- 2.5 times of those obtained by
evaporation (see figure 2.10). It was also seen in some cases that the metal did not fixed
(stick) perfectly to the substrate, so it was added a layer between the substrate and gold of
titanium (50A) to correct this problem.

a)

b)

Figure 2.10 Difference in electrode size with different techniques of metal
deposition. a) Shows the evaporation technique and b) shows the sputtering
technique. It is evident the large size electrodes obtained in b) compared to a).

The reason causing this effect can be explained by the energy with which the gold
atoms hit the mask. As it is known, the shape of the corners is not perfectly right angled,
they can be said to be more protuberant. Hence, what we deduce is that because in the
techniques of sputtering the gold particles have significant energies (10-1000 eV) and in the
other only thermal energy (lower than 1 eV), the first one have enough energy to disturb
this protuberances and create an apparently larger hole. Figure 2.11 will give a better view
of this damaging effect.
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Metal

Resist

Metal

Resist

Substrate
a)

Substrate
b)

Figure 2.11 shows the way the metal is deposited by the evaporation technique
a) compared to the technique of sputtering b). This is the reason why we
obtain larger electrodes with the sputtering technique.

Added to what was said above, the sputtering technique has another disadvantage, it
deposits some metal on the flanks because it can not do a directional deposition causing,
from time to time, little contacts between the electrodes []. Then it clear that the technique
to be used from now on is evaporation and it will deposit 50A of Ti and 200A of Au.

2.3.2.5

Lift-Off

The final step in the process of fabricating our device relies in being able to remove
the metal from the undesired places (where the resist still remains). This is done by
dissolving the resist which will take with it the surplus of metal as illustrated in figure 2.12.

SiO2
Resist
Metal

Trichloroethylene
Ultrasounds

Figure 2.12 Lift – Off process. The sample, with the metal layer already deposited, must be immerge in
trichloroethylene + Ultrasounds during 15 minutes and then dried to obtain the desired pattern.

Given the nature of the metallic deposition that we used not much metal rested on
the flanks making the lift-off process a lot easier. The only care to take is to use separated
beakers for each sample. The ultrasounds make the samples strike with each other causing,
some times, the scratching of the patterns.
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The development method is as follows:

Lift-Off Process

a.
b.
c.
d.

Immerse the sample in Trichloroethylene + Ultrasounds during 15 minutes
Rinse with Trichloroethylene
Dry sample with N2
Stock sample under N2

2.3.2.6

Final Device

a)

b)

c)

Figure 2.13 Photos made at the STEM of LMS a) and HMS b). c) Shows the electrode’s size obtained by this
procedure of fabrication (18.4nm).

2.3.2.7

Electrical verification

At this point the sample has changed from being a surface of SiO2 into a sensor
device. The only thing remaining is doing a test to be sure that the device can be used for
future electrical measurements.
This test is done in an electrical measuring probe provided with micro-sized
stitches. With a current compliance of 10-6 A, each of the six electrodes is electrically
characterized (I(V)) between -0.5V and 0.5V. With this characterization it is possible to
determine if the electrodes a short-circuited or ready to be use. More about this will be
explained in chapter 4.
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2.4

Conclusions

In this chapter we presented the way to produce a device needing a double exposure
method LMS/HMS which permits the user to combine high level detail patterns with low
level ones. It is really interesting procedure for all nanoprojects using the STEM due to its
flexibility, amplitude but more important that it is reproducible.
It is evident that after reviewing all the limitations imposed by the machine it is
impossible to imagine an industrial future for the devices made this way. Even though, it
rests as one of the most popular choices in the area of investigation worldwide.
All the fabrication steps were carefully studied in order to come out a device with
the best possible adjusted parameters. Now what it remains is to start studying its capability
of being used as a nanoobject sensor.
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3.1

Introduction

We mentioned at the end of the previous chapter that now that we have the means to
produce a nanoelectrode-based sensor the next step was to find the means to study its
electric characteristic (I(V)). A simple but really interesting method that we thought to test
and characterize our device was to use gold colloids, widely used in the investigation
community. The idea will just be to deposit a homogeneous quantity of them on the devices
surface in order to obtain a certain amount on the sensible area of the nanoelectrodes.
In this chapter we are going to introduce the notion of a colloid, the principle of
grafting them on a surface and how will they serve to electrically characterize our device.
Then we are going to present a detailed optimized procedure for gold colloid grafting and at
the end we are going to discuss the different results obtained from it.

3.2

Colloid grafting principle

3.2.1 What is a colloid?
The term colloid refers to a mixture in which one substance is divided into minute
particles (called colloidal particles) and dispersed throughout a second substance;
intermediate between a true dissolved particle and a suspended solid which settles out of
substance. The mixture is also called a colloidal system, colloidal solution, or colloidal
dispersion and the particles within it are typically 0.01 to 0.001 of a micron in diameter.
The particles of a colloid selectively absorb ions and acquire an electric charge. All
of the particles of a given colloid take on the same charge (either positive or negative) and
thus are repelled by one another. If an electric potential is applied to a colloid, the charged
colloidal particles will move toward the oppositely charged electrode; this migration is
called electrophoresis. If the charge on the particles is neutralized, they may precipitate out
of the suspension.
In the market there can be found various colloidal particles, but we are interested in
gold ones because it is a perfect material for rapid testing. It is a known particle to be
accurately defined size manufactured reproducibly, which gives constancy to our tests.
Gold is also essentially inert and forms almost perfectly spherical particles. Proteins bind to
the surfaces of these gold particles with enormous strength when correctly coupled, thus
providing a high degree of long-term stability in both liquid and dry states. All this implies
the possibility to continue towards the biodetection, which is the ultimate goal of our
device.
We are going to use gold colloids of size 80nm bought from British Biocell
International (BBI) which are negatively charged in an aqueous solution of PH close to 7.
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3.2.2 Objective
Given what it was said previously about the colloidal particles, they will not settle in
a surface just by gravitational attraction. Then it should be exploited the characteristic of
electric charge acquisition to force them to settle. Various articles have been written which
refer to this kind grafting but only on plain SiO2 []. We will use as reference all of the
procedures proposed in those articles but paying attention to the effect they have in layers
of Ti/Au.
The method they propose is to functionalize the surface of the device with an
organic molecule (amine ending) which when it is in solution positively charges the entire
surface. Then, the gold nanoparticles which are oppositely charged to the surface will be
grafted by electrostatic forces (see Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1 Schematic description of gold colloid grafting. From a) to b) the devices surface is functionalized.
In c) the gold colloid is attracted by opposed electric charges.
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3.3

Nanoparticle immobilization by electrostatic interaction

In this section we are going to focus all of our attention in the behavior of our
device after going under the grafting methods proposed in the articles found. Nearly all
methods agreed on four main steps in order to achieve a homogeneous, non-flocculate layer
of gold colloids on the surface: Surface cleaning, surface treatment (functionalization),
colloid preparation and colloid deposition (grafting). We are going to study them separately
to have a better look at how each particular method affects the device and what particular
solutions can be found

3.3.1 Surface preparation
3.3.1.1

Surface cleaning

The surface must be cleaned in order to enhance the attachment of the molecule that
we are going to use to positively charge the device. Even though the precautions we took
for maintaining the device clean, there are always residues (organic or inorganic) that
remain from the fabrication process. The cleaning method proposed then is to firstly
sequentially rinse the device with acetone, ethanol and DI water in order to dissolve all the
resist that could have remained. Then, immerse it during 5 minutes on either RT2 or a
piranha solution to properly clean the SiO2. Finally 5 minutes in Plasma O2 to oxidize the
surface and get rid of any organic residues.
After the cleaning of two devices we noticed that that the small layer of Ti was
being etched. In the first device we observed how the electrodes were detached from the
substrate and some of the connection lines were broken. In the second one we saw how the
metal surface failed to be continue; the Ti was etched in some specific places were we
could see bumps in the gold layer (see figure 3.2).

a)
b)
Figure 3.2 Effects of using and acid base solution to clean the device. In a) we observe the destruction and
detachment of electrodes and connection lines. In b) we can observe how the Ti was eaten and bumps are
formed in the gold layer.
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Following this essays we made some additional tests and we determined that the use of an
acidify solution such as the RT2 and the piranha destroyed the Ti layer leaving the device
useless. We decided to remove this step in the cleaning process.
The surface cleaning method is as follows:

Surface Cleaning

a.
b.
c.
d.

Rinse device with acetone, ethanol, DI water.
Dry it with N2
Oxidize the surface with Plasma O2 (Power: 400W during 5 minutes)
Stock device under N2

3.3.1.2

Surface treatment

To immobilize the charged nanoparticles on the surface of our device we chose to
functionalize
the
surface
with
a
silane-amine
type
molecule;
3aminopropyltrimethoxysilane or APTMS (purchased from ABCR). This molecule, when in
solution (pH<10) is found in its form RNF+ and this is what gives the positive charge to the
surface. We are not going to enter into more detail given that this subject has been widely
researched and it works perfectly fine.
Two methods to graft the molecule of APTMS on the subtract are available; in
vapor phase or liquid phase. Given the fact that the laboratory does not count with the
specific apparatus to do it in vapor phase, we opted to use the simple and rapid procedure of
silanization in a mixture of ethanol and water.
The surface treatment method is as follows:
Surface Treatment – Silanization

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Prepare a mixture of Ethanol/Eau (95%/5% Total volume= 50mL)
Introduce 500µL of APTMS
Wait 5 minutes for the mixture to hydrolyze (mix using vortex)
Immerse the device during 10 minutes
Rinse with ethanol
Dry with N2
Bake it for 15 minutes at 115°C
Stock it under N2

Note: Solutions are prepared at the same time they are going to be used.
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3.3.2 Colloid grafting
3.3.2.1

Colloid preparation

One of the important things to consider when dealing with the colloidal solution a
propos of our objective is the particle concentration of the colloidal solution. This
parameter is really important given that we want a particle deposition which will have the
best compromise density/deposition time. Following what we found in the articles we
proceed to concentrate the solution, initially 5.6x109particles/mL, by a factor of 10.
Another important factor that we found about colloids is their high pollution
sensitivity. The electric charge which maintains the nanoparticles from flocculating can be
easily disturbed and so it must be handled with some precaution; sterilized ependorfs and
pipettes. It can be said that the solution is dead when it loses its color-homogeneity and
black traces start to appear.
The colloid preparation procedure is as follows:

Colloid Preparation

a. Remove 1mL from main colloidal solution
b. Centrifuge solution (4500rpm, 12 minutes)
c. Remove 900µL from centrifuged solution
Note: It is preferable to pour some of the main solution in a second beaker to avoid
polluting it all.

3.3.2.2

Deposition of gold Nanoparticles

The principal constraint concerning the deposition comes from the fact that the
colloidal solution evaporates making the nanoparticles coagulate. The simplest procedure to
prevent this from happening consists to immerse the device in a volume of the colloidal
solution or to drop a drop of solution on the device under a vapor-saturated environment.
Thinking in the device as a future biosensor we thought it was best to maintain low the
quantity of sample needed to have a good measurement. Given this we preferred the second
method in which we are going to drop 10µL of concentrated colloidal solution under a
water vapor environment (see Figure 3.3).
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Nanoelectrodes
(Ti/Au)

10µL of
Colloidal
Solution
SiO2
Silicium

Figure 3.3 Deposition of 10µL of colloidal solution on the surface of device.

The gold colloid deposition procedure is as follows:

Gold Colloid Deposition

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Drop 10µL of concentrated colloidal solution on the device
Let the particles depose for a time t (between 0 and 2 hours)
Rinse with DI water
Dry with N2
Stock it under N2

In order to easily create a vapor environment we continued with Laurent M. idea of using a
sample box which you can firmly close, and a piece of clean room cleaning paper slightly
damped in water in which the device will be posed during the time of deposition (see figure
3.4).

Sample
Box
Water Vapor
Wet Paper

Figure 3.4 Close box containing the sample on a wet paper which will maintain
the environment humid preventing the colloidal solution to evaporate.

3.4

Results

At this point the only thing we want to verify is if the protocol does exactly what we
want; the colloids will deposit homogenously all over the device surface (SiO2 and Au/Ti).
We will do various tests in order to verify the performance of our procedure. Any relevant
problem found during these tests will be investigated in order to find a solution for it.
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3.4.1 Deposition characterization
As we mentioned before, it is necessary to have a precise deposition time t in order
to assure a certain quantity of nanoparticles in the sensible zone of our nanoelectrodes. This
is why we considered relevant to obtain the characteristic curve of nanoparticle density
with respect to time. For this we used plain SiO2 samples in which we made the deposition
for different times; 3, 6, 12 and 24 minutes. The curve obtained was the following:
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Figure 3.5 - Temporal evolution of gold colloid grafting.

Now, having this characterization, we can give with a certain accuracy the amount
of nanoparticles that we expect in our electrodes for a given time t.

3.4.2 Deposition Imagery
After the characterization, we then tested the procedure using a finished device. The
deposition time used was 15 minutes. The results were not at all what we expected. The
deposition in all three tests was homogeneous all over the SiO2 but not over the gold (see
figure 3.5). The quantity of particles on the metal is practically zero and this is not good for
our needs. It was practically impossible to know this in advance due to the fact that all
related articles on the subject have only tested the gold colloids in plain SiO2.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.6 - It is clear from the pictures that practically none nanoparticles are deposited on the metal
In a) we can see a contrast between SiO2 and metal in the electrodes and connection lines.
In b) we can see the absence of nanoparticles in the sensible zone.

After a small brainstorm we concluded that the possible cause for this was that gold
was not sufficiently oxidized in order to graft the silane-amine molecule, hence this
molecule was all over the substrate but partly none on the metal. In general this means that
the metal should be substituted for another which will oxidize better but partially maintains
the properties for which gold was chosen.

3.4.3 Metal Tests
In order to tests the different metals available to be deposed by evaporation method
we exposed some samples with a square pattern. In this way we will obtain, at the end of
the fabrication process, a metal square in the middle of the sample which will serve to
observe the difference in particles quantity between SiO2 and the tested metal.
The metals tested were: Platinum, Nickel and Gold/palladium. It was not necessary
to observe the samples in the electron microscope given that it was possible to observe the
distribution of the colloids with an optical microscope.
The results of these tests gave to Nickel the best compromise between colloid
grafting and electrical conductivity. Then we decided that from now on we will use nickel
as the metal to be deposed.
To conclude we did a final test on a device made with Nickel. We deposited the
nanoparticles for the same 15 minutes to be able to compare with the results obtained
before. The image of this test is shown in figure 3.6.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.7 - Photos that show nickel as a better metal for colloid grafting. In a) and b) we can observe that
the density of particles has enormously increased in comparison with gold.

3.5

Conclusions

Even though the procedure of grafting gold colloids has been extensively study by
other laboratories, the lack of information concerning its response to metallic surfaces made
it really interesting to investigate. We arrived to a procedure in which we can assure the
presence of nanoparticles in the sensible zone of the nanoelectrodes which was the goal of
this chapter.
There still remains a slight problem of flocculating particles in the surface, for
which we did not have the means to solve it given that it is caused by the simple method
use to graft the silane-amine molecules. The silanization process time can increase from 15
minutes to 48 hours if the vapor-phase method is used instead. We saw that these
flocculation generally occurred outside the sensible area so we decided to continue this
way. It is advice for future investigations to prefer the vapor phase method to obtain a more
homogeneous layer of the molecules.
Now that we are capable of grafting the colloids on the nanoelectrodes we are ready
to start electrically characterizing our device. Our next challenge will be to see if the
nanoparticles can modify the intrinsic electrical response of our device which will
determinate the future of our sensor.
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Electrical characterization
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4.1

Introduction

At this point of the project we have succeeded to fabricate a device composed of
nanoelectrodes in which we can graft gold colloids. Now, the next step will be to
investigate if our device can be used as a nanoparticle sensor device. To achieve this we
will need to show that the presence of a nanoparticle, such as the gold colloids, can
sufficiently modify the intrinsic electrical conductivity of the nanoelectrodes. And if we
prove this out, try and give an explanation to the sort of response obtained.
The purpose of this chapter is not to do an extensive analysis of the electrical
properties of the device but instead to present a series of results, observations and
conclusions which will serve as a starting point for a future investigation on the subject.

4.2

Device electrical characterization

The electrical characterization was done using a probe tester (Cascade) composed of
4 micrometric stitches which will be posed on the connection squares of our device in order
to interconnect it with a low level measuring apparatus (Keithley). The characterization has
to be done two times for each device; one to know the condition of the electrodes just after
fabrication and another one which will show, if it is the case, the electrical modification due
to the presence of gold colloids on the electrodes.
For just one time we did another test, just to be sure of the electrical effect caused
by the molecules grafted during the silanization process. This results of this tests showed a
non-modify I(V) characteristic which means that we can attribute any future modification
to only being caused by the gold colloids.

4.2.1 Virgin Devices
As we mentioned at the end of chapter 2, the virgin devices are electrically tested
before going through the process of gold colloid grafting in order to know the state in
which each of the six series of parallel electrodes are. In this way we can be sure that a
variation in the electrical response will be due to the particle present in the sensible zone of
the electrodes.
The test is done in no more than 15 minutes for each device and it consists in
applying a I(V) with values between –0.5V and 0.5V with a current compliance of 1µA.
The devices that gave a positive response, which means those with an open-circuit
characteristic, showed an I(V) with current of no more than 100fA. The others, because of a
bad exposure calibration or a dust particle in between the fabrication procedure, reach the
current compliance indicating short-circuit. Devices which have some shot-circuited
electrodes are still usable due to the electrical independence of each one of them.
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4.2.2 Device after gold colloid grafting
It is really important to decide the way in which the electrical characterization will
be done in order to avoid burning the device and being able to do a fair comparison
between all the different results obtained. This is why we decided that the procedure to do
the tests was the following:

Electrical characterization – After gold colloid grafting
Current compliance: 1µA
Measuring step: 20mV

Origin
I(V) characterization between -0.5V and 0.5V
In this step we can easily verify if an electrical conduction modification has
occurred without burning the device. It will also let us calculate the resistance.
Positive flank
I(V) characterization between -0.1V and 1.8V
In this step we can observe the way in which the I(V) characteristic evolves
Negative flank
I(V) characterization between 0.1V and -1.8V
In this step we can verify the symmetry of the I(V) response

Note: All results are given by the measuring machine as an excel data file which then has to
be transferred to excel to be plotted once for further analysis.}

4.3

Results

Even though we did not achieve to do a lot of measurements, due to a problem with
the microscope which left it dysfunctional for the last period of the project (LMS mode
scanning), the results obtained show a increase in current levels and a modification in the
I(V) curve which validates the gold colloids as the only cause for this variation. Therefore
the electrical detection of graft gold colloids is possible (see figure 4.1). The challenge now
is to understand the results obtained in order to link the electrical response and the number
of colloids grafted in the electrodes.
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These are the results obtained in three different devices:

Device 7
The device was first electrically characterized before doing the colloid grafting. In
a) it is evident that there is no electrical response of the device meaning that all electrodes
are in open circuit. In the case of b), after grafting the colloids, we see a sudden change in
the response; we see a practically symmetric curve with some bizarre “jumps” after +/1.5V. In the next section we will try an analyze this curve.

a)
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Figure 4.1- Shows the difference between the I(V) characteristic of a virgin device a) and a device with
grafted gold colloids b). It is clear that electrical detection of graft gold colloids is possible.
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For the other three devices we obtained responses from 4 out of 6 electrodes. We
will present a graph unifying all four curves in order to have a better view of the response.
The images are named by the letter which was assigned to the electrodes in the design
NPGS (refer to 2.3.1.1).
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Figure 4.2 – Response I(V) of device 2

a)

c)

b)

d)

Figure 4.3- STEM images of the electrodes after being electrically characterized.
a) and d) have 100nm electrode spacing and b) of 110nm and c) of 120nm.
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In this case we can see various colloids in between the electrodes, but in this case
the electrodes have a slightly larger width which could affect the response and make it
different from the others. This will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 4.4 - Response I(V) of device 8s

b)

c)

e)

f)

Figure 4.5 - STEM images of the electrodes after being electrically characterized.
b) and e) have an electrode spacing of 110nm c) and f) of 120nm.
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In the case of this device, the electrode width’s can be compared to those obtained
in device 7. The only relevant result is the high current density in b). This is probably due
to the flocculate colloids over the electrodes.

4.4

Analysis of results

After observing all the different results obtained, it is really difficult to say or
conclude something that relates them all. All observations made in this section should be
considered as a first approach to explaining what is happening within the device. Any
tendency should be verified with new experimental results. All colloid depositions were
made during a deposition time of 15 minutes.
Given the results obtained, we can claim that the origin of the current and its
variations are due only to the metallic particles deposed. The electrical detection of deposed
particles is then possible. The only thing that rests is to figure out the nature of the electric
response.

4.4.1 Resistance of Nanoparticles
We proceeded to calculate the overall resistance of the devices between -0.2V and
0.2V where the shape of the I(V) curve has an ohmic behavior. Also we considered relevant
to look at the value of I at 1V, given that after this voltage the curve starts to be more
“bumpy” and has got a bigger deflection (see figure 4.6).

Device

Electrode

Number of
colloids in
sensible zone

Resistance (Ω)

I at 1V (A)

Ri at 1V (Ω)

7

a
a
b
c

127
38
49
62

1.43E+09
2.50E+12
2.00E+12
1.11E+11

1.38E-09
1.37E-11
1.39E-11
1.22E-11

9.22E10
2.77E12
3.52E12
5.58E12

d

29

3.33E+11

5.72E-11

5.06E11

b
c
e

148
128
105

5.00E+11
3.33E+12
1.00E+13

1.44E-11
4.62E-12
4.56E-13

1.02E13
2.77E13
2.30E14

2

8s

f
101
1.00E+13
4.50E-13
2.24E14
Figure 4.6 – Table summarizing the values of N° of colloids, overall resistance, and current values at 1V.

Were Ri, which represents the average resistance of the conduction path generated
by a nanoparticle, is calculated with the following expression:

δI ⎞
⎛
Ri = ⎜ N ×
⎟
δV ⎠ |V |=1V
⎝
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The average Ri between all the devices is then,
Ri = 5.6 × 1013 Ω

These values gives us an idea of the magnitude of the resistance generated by each
nanoparticle, but it must be handled as an approximation given that it is very difficult to
really know which colloids are taking part in the conduction. Moreover, in the places where
the colloids flocculate is even harder to know the path and the metal-molecule-metal
junction that we mentioned at the beginning could be, in that case, a metal-metal-moleculemetal-metal junction, modifying the I(V) curve of the device.

4.4.2 Contact Nature
It is clear that the nanoparticles serve as a conduction bridge between electrodes and
molecules given the resistance modification that it causes at the junction. The way in which
they do this bridging is still to be studied. The device’s I(V) characteristic after the
deposition does not show a linear dependence between current and polarization voltage.
Thus, the nature of the contact is not ohmic and so we can suppose that the surface
treatment of our device (APTES) and that of the gold colloids, serves as a barrier to current
flow. The electron transport between electrodes and nanoparticles is then done via tunnel
effect through different molecular layers deposed over the electrodes and nanoparticles (see
figure 4.7).
Citrate
Groups

APTES layer
Tunnel
Junction

Tunnel
Junction
Electrode
(Au)
SiO2
Silicon

Figure 4.7 – Shows the tunnel junctions formed by the molecular layers of citrates
and amino-silanes that separate the electrode from the nanoparticle.

This hypothesis is confirmed by the investigations of electron transport through
molecules which make use of metallic nanoparticles []. The approaches made in those
investigations are similar to our methodology of detection. This tells us that the architecture
of our electrodes is compatible with the systems of nanoobjects addressing that until today
have worked with small size electrodes.
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4.4.3 Electron transport interpretation
In his work, Laurent M. gave a first interpretation for the electron transport between
electrodes and nanoparticles. He believed that the electrical behavior of the device after
colloid grafting can be reasonably explained by the Fowler-Nordheim model. By looking at
our results and observing the shape of the curve ln(I/V2) vs. 1/V in each case we concluded
that devices 2 and 8s can be explained by this model. The interesting thing is that this is not
the case for device 7. While in the other ones the Fowler-Nordheim curve gave a shape that
between 0.5V and 1V could be considered linear with negative slope, device 7 gave a curve
that increased in the opposite sense and it is linear between 1V and 2.5V with positive slope
(see figure 4.7). This behavior can not be explained by this model. So what is it?
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Figure 4.7 – (a) shows the Fowler-nordheim curve obtained with the results from device 2 electrode
a. It can be seen that between 0.5V and 1V the curve can be said linear. (b) shows the same curve but from the
results of device 7 electrode a. It can be seen the shape difference between the two. Even though it is linear
between 1V and 2.5V, the model can not explain its shape.

After careful thinking we arrived to the conclusion that the most probable cause for
this behavior had to do with the fact that the conduction was not being done by tunnel
effect but by Coulomb blockade. If we take a closer look at the electrodes in device 7 we
can notice that the lines are really thin and that not all colloids are taking part in the
conduction (see figure 4.8). This means that only a few colloids are taking part in the
conduction.
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Figure 4.8 – Shows how the gold colloids in device 7a are not completely touching both electrodes, meaning
the possible electron conduction through few colloids. The arrows show the places were some are
disconnected.

The importance of this result relays in the fact that now a new question has arise. Is
the phenomena behind the electron conduction different in the case were a lot of
nanoparticles take place in the conduction compared to the case were there are only a few?
By looking at our results we still can not answer this question, but we believe that future
experiments should be done following line of ideas.

4.5

Conclusions

After observing all different results obtained from these three devices we can
certainly say that the electrical addressing of nanoparticles can be done and hence the
investigation direction of the group is well orientated.
Signs of different conducting behavior, when there is low nanoparticle conduction
participation, opens a new door of investigation. More tests should be done at low
temperatures in order to clarify the nature of the electron conductance and the paths that are
made between the electrodes and the nanoparticles.
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General Conclusion
The objective of this project was to optimize the different procedures involved in
the fabrication of a nanosensor in order to give support to the believe of the group which
foresights the detection of an intrinsic fingerprint that nano objects carry within them. By
taking a glance at the various results obtained over the 7 month project which are contained
in this paper, we can confirm the accomplishment of the objectives proposed in the
introductory chapters.
At this point we can say that we have produced a really robust procedure of
nanoelectrode fabrication via electron beam lithography. That even if the technology gives
us a lot of constraints, we have managed to take the most out of its two functioning modes
HMS/LMS by which we can produce a sensor device without needing other kinds of
technologies. But the really important aspect of this procedure is not only that it is capable
of producing reproducible devices, but also that it can be slightly modified to serve the
needs of other future projects which will need the combined fabrication of small and big
patterns, nanometrically speaking.
As for the colloid grafting, we arrived to a procedure which assures the attachment
of the colloids between the electrodes. It was quite a challenge to test all the different
surface cleaning methods given that we did not found in literature someone who has
worked with silicon oxide and deposited metals at the same time. It was really interesting to
see how each of the cleaning mixtures proposed affected our device.
The effect of the metal deposed to fabricate the electrodes was one of the key
problems we faced during the project. Because of the time consuming process of testing all
metals available in the lab and its subsequent analysis we decided to choose the best metal
out of three to continue our project. Even though the results until now are quite good it does
not mean that Ni is the best suited metal for the nanoelectrodes. A deeper investigation
should be done in order to find the best compromise between what is needed for the
grafting and what is needed for the electrical measure.
Special care should be taken with the flocculation of colloids. Even though we were
not highly affected by this problem, it is clear from the images shown in this paper that a lot
a nanoparticles are flocculating. After reading all the reviews that have worked with gold
colloids and the precautions that the furnisher gives to avoid this, it is really weird that it
happens. This little problem should be solved in order to have a easier way of uncovering
the electron conduction path between the electrodes and nanoparticles.
It was a shame not being able to obtain more results in order to clarify all the
analysis made in the final chapter of this paper. Even so, we are sure that we have
positively contributed in the road towards a nanobiosensor capable of electrically detecting
a nanoparticle. The results obtained prove that nanoparticles serve as a conduction bridge
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between electrodes and molecules, given the resistance modification that it causes at the
junction.
It is not at all clear the nature of electron transport, however at a first glance we can
say that when the density of nanoparticles in the sensible area is high, the resistance falls
and the I(V) characteristic can be explained by the Fowler-Nordheim model. In contrast,
when the density is low this model does no longer works. The conclusion at which we got
is that the I(V) response obtained with low density colloid concentration can be explained
by the Coulomb Blockade model. This conclusion should be taken as an attempt to explain
the phenomena. Other tests, such as doing the electrical characterization at low
temperatures, should be done in order to validate or not our approach.
The future of our nanobiosensor is really promising. Just by observing the I(V)
curves obtained for gold colloids gives us the idea about the high potential that this will
have in biological testing and detecting. And the best of all is that we are not far from it.
With the fabrication procedure proposed in this paper, it rests only to obtain a great quantity
of I(V) curves with its respective image in order to be able to analyze and relate the
electrical response (I(V) curve) to the physical response (image, colloid number and
distribution).
We hope to have soon in our hands a mass made product that will bring great
benefits and solutions to most of the biologically-related problems faced by humans
nowadays.
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Introduction
Our group, Nano addressing and Nano
Biotechnologies Group, leaded by Prof. VIEU
foresights the detection of an intrinsic fingerprint that
nanoobjects carry within them. By exploring the
fields of pioneering nanofabrication techniques the
group concentrates its efforts in innovative
nanosystems for detecting specific interactions
between biomolecules via electrical, mechanical and
optical means.

Biosensor Concept
“a compact analytical device incorporating a biological or
biologically derived sensing element (such as an enzyme,
antibody, microbe or DNA) either integrated within or
intimately associated with a physicochemical transducer“

Laurent Malaquin’s Idea

Nanoparticles

i2
U (V)

i1

Interdigitated
nanoelectrodes
SiO2
Silicium

1. Nanoelectrode Fabrication


Introduction to Electron Beam Lithography



Device design – DesignCad



Double exposure procedure HMS/LMS



Development



Metal deposition



Final device

Electron Beam Lithography

Electron Beam Lithography
Electro sensitive
resist

Enduction

Semi-conductor
substrate
Electron
beam

Exposed
zone

Writting with an
electron beam

Development

Ionic transfer

« Lift-Off » transfer

Nanoelectrode fabrication
Device design - DesignCad

Device design - DesignCad


LMS design
8 connection
squares
(100umx100um)
that will
interconnect an
external measuring
system with the
electrodes

Nanoelectrode fabrication
Device design - DesignCad



HMS design
a = d = 100nm
b = e = 110nm
c = f = 120nm

10 um2 of sensible area

Nanoelectrode fabrication
Device design - DesignCad



HMS and LMS

Nanoelectrode fabrication
Double exposure procedure HMS/LMS

Double exposure procedure
HMS/LMS
It is a robust procedure
which could be divided
into current
measurement,
parameter adjustment
for HMS and LMS
mode, HMS exposure,
HMS-LMS alignment,
LMS exposure.

Mode Spot Exposure time
LMS

3- 4

20-40 minutes

HMS

10

5 minutes

Nanoelectrode fabrication
Development



Development

Two methods


MIBK/IPA 1:3

 IPA + US

rinsing: IPA

speed: 200nm/min

rinsing: DI water speed: 480nm/min

MIBK/IPA is a less selective
solvent which will develop the
resist (PMMA 30g/L) in parts
were the molecular mass has
changed due to proximity effects
caused by the connection panels.

Nanoelectrode fabrication
Metal deposition



Metal deposed
 Ti/Au



Metal deposition
(50A/200A)

Two techniques of deposition
 Sputtering
 Evaporation

Nanoelectrode fabrication
Metal deposition

Evaporation

a)

Sputtering

b)

Nanoelectrode fabrication
Metal deposition

Probable cause for this effect:
Evaporation Sputtering
Metal

Resist

Metal

Resist

Substrate
a)

Substrate
b)

Nanoelectrode fabrication
Final device

Final device HMS/LMS
LMS

a)

HMS

Nanoelectrode

b)

With this procedure we obtain two patterns (HMS/LMS)
perfectly aligned with electrode width of about 18 nm.
An electrical characterization is done in order to
know the state of the electrodes before using them.

c)

2. Colloid grafting


Objective



Surface preparation



Colloid deposition



Metal influence in colloid grafting

Colloid grafting
Objective

Objective

Electrode (Au/Ti)
SiO2

a)
Silicium

b)

The objective is to
immobilize the gold
colloids on the surface
of our device by
electrostatic attraction.
For this purpose, we
functionalize the device
surface with APTES
which charges positively
the surface hence
attracting the negatively
charged gold particles.
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Colloid grafting
Surface preparation

Surface preparation

The most relevant detail found in surface preparation had to do with
its cleaning prior to fictionalization. It was observed that cleaning
methods containing acids destroy the Ti layer. We decided to do the
cleaning only with acetone + plasma O2.

Colloid grafting
Colloid deposition

Colloid deposition

Nanoelectrodes
(Ti/Au)

10µL of
Colloidal
Solution
SiO2

Silicon

Sample
Box
Water Vapor
Wet Paper

Colloid grafting
Metal influence in colloid grafting

Metal influence in colloid grafting
We observed the effect that the metal used to
fabricate the electrodes has in the colloid grafting.
After various tests with several metals (Platinum,
nickel, Au/Pd) we concluded that the APTES does
not attach to the non oxidized surfaces, hence the
deposed metal should be changed for Au/Pd or Ni
which gave a good test result for grafting. Ni was
chosen due to availability.

Colloid grafting
Metal influence in colloid grafting

Ti/Au

Ni

3. Electrical characterization


Method of measuring the I(V) curve



Results that prove the possibility of electrically
addressing nanoparticles.



Analysis of results

Electrical characterization
Method of measuring the I(V) characteristic

Measuring the I(V) characteristic
Electrical characterization – After gold colloid grafting

Current compliance: 1µA
Measuring step: 20mV

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Origin
I(V) characterization between -0.5V and 0.5V
In this step we can easily verify if an electrical conduction modification has occurred without
burning the device. It will also let us calculate the resistance.
Positive flank
I(V) characterization between -0.1V and 1.8V
In this step we can observe the way in which the I(V) characteristic evolves
Negative flank
I(V) characterization between 0.1V and -1.8V
In this step we can verify the symmetry of the I(V) response
Note: All results are given by the measuring machine as an excel data file which
then has to be transferred to excel to be plotted once for further analysis.}

Electrical characterization
Results that prove the possibility of electrically addressing nanoparticles
nanoparticles

Results that prove the possibility of
electrically addressing nanoparticles.
Even though we did not achieve to do a lot of
measurements, due to a problem with the
microscope which left it dysfunctional for the last
period of the project (LMS mode scanning), the
results obtained show a increase in current levels and a
modification in the I(V) curve which validates the gold
colloids as the only cause for this variation. Therefore the
electrical detection of graft gold colloids is
possible !!!!!!

Electrical characterization
Results that prove the possibility of electrically addressing nanoparticles
nanoparticles
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a) Shows the I(V) response before colloid deposition

and b) after colloid deposition for device 7.

Electrical characterization
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Analysis of results
After observing all the different results obtained,
it is really difficult to say or conclude something
that relates them all. All observations made in
this section should be considered as a first
approach to explaining what is happening within
the device. Any tendency should be verified with
new experimental results.
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Nature of contact
Citrate Groups

APTES layer
Tunnel
Junction

Tunnel
Junction
Electrode (Au)

SiO2

Silicon

It is clear that the nanoparticles serve as a conduction bridge between
electrodes and molecules given the resistance modification that it causes at
the junction. The way in which they do this bridging is still to be studied.
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Electron transport interpretation
Tunnel effect or Coulomb blockade?
As in the case of Laurent M. we can explain most of the results by the model
of fowler-Nordheim, but one appears to be better explained by the model off
Coulomb Blockade. Is this logical?
Fowler-Nordheim for device 2
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By looking at this photo and noticing the fact that not all the
colloids are participating in the conduction, we can take a shot and
say that probably what happens is that the nature of the I(V)
response is different when we are approaching the event of
addressing a few or a single nanoparticle.

Conclusions and Perspectives


By looking at the results obtained over these 7 months
we can confirm the accomplishment of the projects
objectives:


Robust nanoelectrode fabrication procedure




Not only benefiting the fabrication of nanoelectrodes but also
others needing a double exposure

Grafting procedure that assures the attachment of colloids
between electrodes




Detailed surface cleaning testing
Detailed deposed metal effect on grafting
Special care should be taken with colloid flocculation

Conclusions and Perspectives


We prove that nanoparticles serve as a conduction bridge
between electrodes and molecules, given the resistance
modification that it causes at the junction.



It is not at all clear the nature of electron transport, however
at a first glance we can say that the density of nanoparticles in
the sensible area of the electrodes has an important effect in
the I(V) response of the device.




High colloid density can be explained via Fowler-Nordheim
model
Low level colloid density can be explained by Coulomb Blockade
model

Conclusions and Perspectives


The future of our nanobiosensor is really promising. Just by
observing the I(V) curves obtained for gold colloids gives us the
idea about the high potential that this will have in biological
testing and detecting. And the best of all is that we are not far
from it.



We hope to have soon in our hands a mass made product that
will bring great benefits and solutions to most of the biologicallyrelated problems faced by humans nowadays.

Questions?

